
Awesome Openers

Try to begin each of the sentences with some awesome openers.



Awesome Openers
We are going to use some of our 

well known conjunctions as 

Awesome Openers

Before     or Because

Otherwise  or Although?

________  Emily realised, she had come 
to school in her pyjamas!
Before



Awesome Openers
We are going to use some of our 

well known conjunctions as 

Awesome Openers

Before     or Because

Otherwise  or Although?

________  Benjamin had eaten sixteen 
weetabix for breakfast, he still asked 
Joseph to make him two slices of toast!

Although



Awesome Openers
We are going to use some of our 

well known conjunctions as 

Awesome Openers

Before     or Because

Otherwise  or Although?

________  Chloe was wearing her new 
trainers, she didn’t want to jump in the 
muddy puddles with Sophie.

Because



Awesome Openers
We are going to use some of our 

well known conjunctions as 

Awesome Openers

Before     or Because

Otherwise  or Although?

________ the door closed, James carefully 
turned on his torch and shone it on the trophy 
cabinet.

__________ James knew he shouldn’t, he was 
about to acquire a trophy from Leicester’s 
selection for the empty Derby shelves!

Before

Although



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

________ Katie rushed downstairs to 
see if Natasha had arrived with her 
present!

Excitedly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to  use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

________ William ran across the 
playground to share some of Daniel’s 
chocolate bar.

Hurriedly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

__________ Louie opened his lunchbox, 
he never trusted what would be in it 
when Charlie had made his lunch!

Cautiously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

__________ Olivia rubbed off her 
drawing – she didn’t think Mr Antell 
would like the fact he was wearing a 
Derby football shirt.

Hurriedly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

_______ Michael trudged off the pitch, 
yet again he had been outscored by Ella!
Sadly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

_______ Maddy climbed to the top of 
the wall bars, she really wasn’t sure 
that Dylan would catch her (like he said) 
when she jumped! 

Cautiously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

_______ Phoebe turned off the 
television, she had really wanted to 
watch it but it was her bedtime.

Sadly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:               orSadly Excitedly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:               orHurriedly Cautiously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will use these new 

‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:               orSadly Cautiously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will use these  new 

‘Awesome Openers’

Hurriedly   or Sadly

Excitedly  or Cautiously?

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:               orExcitedly Hurriedly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

_______ Summer put down her pencil, 
(after 3 hours) she had completed her  
15 page story! 

Finally



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

_______ Grace opened her case, then 
she got out her flute and began to play 
as loud as she could! 

First



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

_______ Kaidan put on his shoes, he 
didn’t want his mum to hear him sneak 
outside to play. 

Quietly



Awesome 

Openers

Now we will try to use these new ‘Awesome 

Openers’

Quietly   or  Finally

Unbelievably  or  First?

__________ Sophie had decided to fly 
to school that morning in her new 
helicopter!

Unbelievably



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

_______ Jack placed a bucket above 
the door. Next he filled it with water, 
then he called his brother.

_______ all he had to do was wait …

First

Finally



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

___________ Ellis was sitting on the 
Leicester subs bench, he had been playing 
for Liverpool the week before!

_______ he said to himself, “ I really 
can’t believe I’m here!”

Unbelievably

Quietly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First?

_______ the test was over, Katie really 
thought that a 1000 words in a spelling 
test was excessive. 

______ she put down her pencil, then 
she stretched out her exhausted fingers.

Finally

First



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will use these  new 

‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:             orQuietly Unbelievably



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will use these  new 

‘Awesome Openers’

Quietly   or Finally

Unbelievably  or First

Now write your own sentence 
using one of the following 
openings:             orFirst Finally



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will introduce some 

new ‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

_______ Adam pulled back the controls, 
as he carefully brought his plane in to 
land on the school playground! 

Nervously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

_______ Olivia and Freya had found Mr 
Gobey’s chocolates, the two naughty 
girls had scoffed the lot! 

Earlier



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

_______ Ashley balanced on top of the  
15 man pyramid, he really hoped Theo 
could stay still a little longer.

Carefully



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

_______ that morning Ella had seen 
Darcie working on her new dance 
routine. ________ she took some 
photos and sent them off to Britain’s 
Got Talent.  

Earlier

Quickly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

_______  Poppy challenged Jayden to 
an arm-wrestle, she knew he had been 
working out at the gym. 

________  he began to push … would he 
finally win?

Nervously

Quickly



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

Now write your own sentence 

using one of the following 

openings:                 orCarefully Nervously



Awesome 

Openers
Now we will try to use these 

‘Awesome Openers’

Nervously   or Carefully

Earlier        or Quickly

Now write your own sentence 

using one of the following 

openings:                 orQuickly Earlier



Awesome Openers
Now let’s think about all the

‘Awesome Openers’ we have used.

Here they are:

Before or Because or Otherwise or Although

Hurriedly or Sadly or Excitedly or Cautiously

Quietly or Finally or Unbelievably or  First

Nervously or Carefully or Earlier or Quickly


